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OUT for Safe Schools™
District Implementation Flowchart

- District designee/lead to complete F interest form [http://bit.ly/4SafeSchools]

- Upon communication from the SCCOE lead, District designee/lead to; register for OFSS ToT date.
  *All communications will be transmitted via OMS*

- District designee/lead to attend OFSS ToT

- Using provided samples as a point of reference, formulate, and communicate OFSS Kick-Off Plan to key district persons.

- Request # of badges from the SCCOE, via the District Leader log.

- Execute roll out plan, which includes expectations for data collection

  - Data collection quarterly, via online form
    - Badge #s, distribution breakdown, PD, communications, requests, etc
    - Quarterly 'Zoominars' beginning after 10/11/20
    - EOY Eval and feedback

- Execute roll out plan, which includes expectations for data collection

- Execute roll out plan, which includes expectations for data collection

- Execute roll out plan, which includes expectations for data collection

- Execute roll out plan, which includes expectations for data collection